1. Why did the other dogs make Dustbin sad?

____________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________

2. What project was Dylan studying at school?

____________________________________________________________________________________

3. Why was Dylan worried about Dustbin?

____________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________

4. What did the vet say that Dustbin must do to get healthy?

____________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________

5. Why do you think Dylan got stuck in the hollow tree?

____________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________

6. What was Dustbin’s idea to free Dylan?

____________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________

7. Why is Dustbin a hero?

____________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________

8. How do the other dogs feel about Dustbin now?

____________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________
1. Why did the other dogs make Dustbin sad?

   Page 6. Some of the other dogs were not very kind.
   “Not the dog for me!” “Too fat!” “Not fit!”

2. What project was Dylan studying at school?

   Page 9. It was all about healthy eating.

3. Why was Dylan worried about Dustbin?

   Page 10. Dustbin ate anything and everything. He was getting fatter and fatter.

4. What did the vet say that Dustbin must do to get healthy?

   Page 15. Eat only one dish of healthy dog food a day and get lots of exercise.

5. Why do you think Dylan got stuck in the hollow tree?

   Page 20. Last time he got in there Dylan was a lot smaller and younger, now he was too big to fit easily.

6. What was Dustbin’s idea to free Dylan?

   Page 26. Dustbin chewed his way through the rotten wood.

7. Why is Dustbin a hero?

   Dustbin rescued Dylan from the hollow tree.

8. How do the other dogs feel about Dustbin now?

   Page 30. They were much kinder to Dustbin.

   “What sharp teeth!” Dustbin is a hero!” “Dustbin is soooo clever!” “Looking fit!” “Looking good!” “Wow!”